Project-CRM: Contractors Solution
KMS: Setting the Industry Standard for CRM within the construction industry
KMS have developed the CRM solution for companies involved in the construction industry. By building on
20 years’ experience of serving this marketplace, along with the latest Microsoft technologies, KMS have
created a solution which is seen as a ‘game changer’ in the world of CRM and construction.

Works the way the
Construction Industry
does.
Works with your
existing processes.
Works with your
existing technology.

Projects
✓ Project Lifecycle Tracking
✓ Project Activity Recording
✓ Bid Recording and
Management
✓ Document Management
Integration
✓ Risk Assessment Workflows

Companies
✓ Key Client Management
✓ Company Relationship
Management
✓ Contact Management
✓ Social Media Integration
✓ Supply Chain Recording &
Management

Marketing
✓ PQQ Management
✓ Event Management
✓ Direct Mail/Email
✓ Campaign Management &
Analysis
✓ Customer Satisfaction
Questionnaires

Business Development and Marketing

Process driven Opportunity Management helps users capture the right information at the right time to progress each
Project Lead through the steps you identify in your own business processes.
Get more leads and close more business with KMS Project-CRM. Access a complete view of customer data online or
offline, and leverage tools that enable your sales professionals to get real time access to leads. They are then able to
identify, cross-sell and up-sell opportunities and close more deals faster.

▪ Lead and Opportunity
Management
▪ Account and Contact Management
▪ Territory/Region Management
▪ Forecasting and Sales Analytics
▪ Customer Segmentation
▪ Campaign Planning and Execution
▪ Data Extraction
▪ Analytics and Reporting
▪ Marketing and Business
Development Collaboration Tools

Projects

Marketing

Get a comprehensive view of your current
project pipeline.

A clearer view of customers and more informed marketing investments.
Segment customer lists into distinct benefit groups and then market to one
or more of the identified segments using a workflow-driven model.

Track Project opportunities from initial lead
right through to completion.
▪ Project Tracking
▪ Work intake reporting
▪ Team identification
▪ Activity recording and planning
▪ Project document management
Bid/ Tender
Keep track of all your bid/tender details
and ensure your information is all in one
place.
▪ Record bid/tender details.
▪ Create packages of work (opportunities).
▪ Pipeline forecasting
▪ Analyse success rates and monitor
competitors
▪ Performance monitoring

A Familiar Experience
MS Outlook
A brand new client
completely revamped for
Dynamics 365. With
many familiar features
but with lots of new
additions. You can now
take advantage of native
outlook grids, reading
panes, categories, filters,
support for multiple
organisations and much,
much more.

CRM and Email Appointments
In the Outlook client, you are given contextual CRM information about the particular email that you are tracking! For
all of the contacts on the email, right from your Reading Pane, you see the related record links in CRM. These links
are organised by record type for easy reading and you can click on these links to open up the CRM forms and if one
of the recipients isn’t in CRM? They will come up in red fonts showing that they are unresolved. You will be one click
away from creating them right from your inbox.
The Smartphone and Tablet Experience
Whether you are in the office or on the go KMS’ Project CRM can be accessed where ever you are. With new
applications for the IPad and Windows tablets along with phone applications for the IPhone, Android and Windows
phone, it has never been easier to input and extract information as if you were sat at your desk in the office.
Project-CRM also offers Cross Browser Compatibility so you don’t need to change the way you would usually work,
whatever your preferred browser, you will still have access to the same features and capabilities.
Fits your IT Strategy
Project-CRM is available Online, Hosted or On
Premise.
Access
Information can be accessed where ever you
are. Through your Microsoft Outlook, IPhone,
IPad, Smart Phone or Tablet.
Cloud Development
Project-CRM, the construction industry solution
for Microsoft Dynamics 365, is the leading edge
of Cloud computing which uses groups of
servers and scalable resources over the
internet.

Project-CRM: What Can It Do For You?
What is Advanced Find and How Can It
Work For You?
KMS Project-CRM includes advanced find
functionality that allows users to create
complex queries in order to return specific
datasets. Once a set of data is isolated, the
user can do many different CRM
actions. Several common examples are listed
below:

-

Work with the precise set of data in a
variety of ways (e.g. edit, bulk email, etc.)
Export the data to Excel to do further
analysis. If the data is exported in a
"dynamic" fashion, users can refresh the data
within Excel. Many users also use the export
to Excel feature in order to create a template to use when importing data in the future.
Create a saved view. A saved view allows you to see your queries criteria in a personal view to use in the future. If
others would find it useful, then it's very easy to share with other users.

Highly Customisable To Fit Your Business

Reporting

Configure your own views, fields and templates to suit your business requirements. Project
CRM works the way you work and can be adapted to show your specific needs with easily
accessible tabs that will take you straight through into your required area in as few clicks as
possible.
Security

▪ SSRS Reports
▪ Dashboards
▪ Advanced FindExport to Excel
▪ Work Intake
▪ Ad-Hoc Reporting

Grant specific rights to different groups of users by role and control the actions different
users have the power to take within the CRM system. This security can also be applied to an
individual field to ensure that sensitive or secure information can be protected. A full Audit Trail also records which users made
updates to each individual record and what information was changed.
KMS Data Import Tool
KMS have developed a tool that will allow you to import information from a 3rd Party Data Project Supplier directly into Project
CRM with an unprecedented ease of use. This allows you to be able to reach more prospect business in a shorter time span and
once the information has been entered into CRM it can be easily tracked and monitored.
Services
At KMS we understand that the software is just part of the process. In order for the implementation to be a long-term success,
your organisation’s people, technology, and business processes need careful consideration.
KMS Consultancy ensures your system is deployed with your specific
business and people in mind, rather than just installing the ‘standard’ setup
and hoping for the best. From initial requirement mapping and system
planning, through to achievable timescales, the KMS Consultancy Team
works with you to deliver a system that can realistically deliver your aims.

Existing KMS Customers
Bouygues
Vinci UK
Bowmer & Kirkland
Casey Group
Woodhead Group
and many more…

